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ON THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR THE LINEARIZED GPKdV AND 

GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS FOR A QUADRATIC PENCIL AND AKNS SYSTEM 

by 

Russi Georgiev Yordanov 

Committee Chairman: John K. Shaw 

Mathematics 

(ABSTRACT) 

The present work in the area of soliton theory studies two problems which arise when 

seeking analytic solutions to certain nonlinear partial differential equations. 

In the first one, Lax pairs associated with prolonged eigenfunctions and prolonged 

squared eigenfunctions (prolonged squares) are derived for a Schrddinger equation with a 

potential depending polynomially on the spectral parameter (of degree N ) and its respective 

hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations (here named generalized polynomial Korteweg-de 

Vries equations or GPKdV). 

It is shown that the prolonged squares satisfy the linearized GPKdV equations. On that 

basis, the Cauchy problem for the linearized GPKdV has been solved by finding a complete 

set of such prolonged squares and applying an expansion formula derived in another work 

by the author. 

The results are a generalization of the ones by Sachs (SIAM J. Math. Anal. 14, 1983, 

674-683). 

Moreover, a condition on the so-called recursion operator A is derived which generates 

the whole hierarchy of Lax pairs associated with the prolonged squares.



As for the second part of the work, it developes a scheme for deriving gauge transfor- 

mations between different linear spectral problems. Then the scheme is applied to obtain 

all known Darboux transformations for a quadratic pencil (the spectral problem considered 

in the first part at N = 2), Schrédinger equation (N = 1), Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur 

(AKNS) system and also derive the Jaulent-Miodek transformation. Moreover, the scheme 

yields a large family of new transformations of the above types. It also gives some insight on 

the structure of the transformations and emphasizes the symmetry with respect to inversion 

that they possess.
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Chapter I 

Introduction to Soliton Theory 

Soliton theory is a comprehensive theory for analytical solution of a wide class of non- 

linear PDE’s (often called nonlinear evolution equations” — NEE), many of them with im- 

portant applications in physics, such as the nonlinear Schrédinger, Sine-Gordon, Boussinesq, 

three wave interaction, Korteweg-de Vries (KdV), Modified KdV, Kadomtsev-Petviaschvili, 

Benjamin-Ono and other equations. 

Solitons are specific solutions of the NEE, usually representing solitary waves moving 

with constant speed and almost no change of shape. In addition, if two solitons interact 

they restore their speeds and shapes after the interaction. Mathematically, the so-called 

N-soliton solution is an analytical solution of the NEE corresponding to a reflectionless 

potential of the associated spectral problem with N eigenvalues in the point spectrum. 

The theory of solitons is a relatively new theory, considered to have begun with the 

numerical results of Zabusky and Kruskal ! in 1965 who observed solitons when solving the 

KdV equation, and especially the classical paper of Gardner, Green, Kruskal and Miura ? 

where the new Inverse Scattering Method was applied for the first time as a way to solve 

the Cauchy problem for the KdV equation. In 1968 Lax * put this result in a more general 

framework introducing what is now called Lax representation. In 1972 this framework was 

applied by Zakharov and Shabat 4 to solve successfully the nonlinear Schrédinger equation, 

thus showing the broad applicability of the method. 

We will illustrate how the method works by using the KdV equation: 

Ut = UUs — Uses; / (1 + |z|)u(z,0)dz < oo. (1.1) 
— OO 

For many problems, the method has been successfully applied with ”decreasing” boundary 

conditions (such as (1.1)) or with periodic ones. However, even in these classes of functions, 
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only a dense set of the solutions can actually be expressed analytically by formulas. What 

the method does, in fact, is to reduce the solving of a certain NEE to solving the direct and 

inverse scattering problems for some linear spectral problem, associated with that NEE. 

For instance, KdV is associated with the Schrodinger equation 

—Pra(t,A) + u(x)p(a, A) = Ap(z, A) (1.2) 

for which the direct and inverse problems have to be solved. Using e.g. Darboux transfor- 

mations, we can do that analytically for an infinite set of potentials u(x). 

The apparatus for solving the inverse problem is based on the so-called Gelfand-Levitan- 

Marchenko (GLM) equation derived in the early fifties ° of this century. It is an integral 

equation of Volterra type which restores the potential u(z) when some spectral data S(A) for 

(1.2) is given. Here, S(A) refers to the spectral function p(A) in the case of Gelfand-Levitan 

equation, or a set of data consisting of the eigenvalues 2), 1 = 1,M, their multiplicity, a 

corresponding set of normalizing coefficients c; and the reflection coefficient r(A) in the case 

of Marchenko equation. 

So, the Inverse Scattering Method solves the Cauchy problem for a certain NEE (e.g. 

KdV) in the following way: 

direct 
u(z,0) ——— S(A,0) 

scattering 

nonlinear problem | | linear problem 

u(a, t) ewe S(A, t) 
scattering 

(All the functions here depend on the variable ¢ as well.) 

a) First, we find the scattering data S(A,0) for (1.2) with a potential u(a,0) given by 

the initial condition for (1.1). 

b) Secondly, we obtain the scattering data S(A,t) for any moment ¢ by solving simple 

linear equations for $(A,t). It is crucial that the nonlinear equation becomes a set of linear 
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ones in the space of scattering data. For (1.1), (1.2) we will have, for instance, 

A(t) =0, (A, t) = 8A7/*r(A, 2), 

yielding 

A(t) = const, r(A,t) = r(A, 0)eo"*, 

where A; are the eigenvalues of (1.2), r is the reflection coefficient, etc. 

c) Thirdly, we restore the potential u(x,t) knowing S(\,¢) at any moment ¢ by using 

the GLM equation. 

The idea is not very different from that of the Fourier transform for solving linear 

PDE’s. Still, it is hard to understand how we can solve a nonlinear equation knowing that 

linearity is essential in applying Fourier transform. 

The answer is that we actually solve a linear equation. For KdV this would be the 

Cauchy problem for the linearized KdV: 

FP, = 6uF, + 6uzF — Foor (1.3) 

where u(z,t) is a solution of (1.1). Equation (1.3) describes a ”small” perturbation F of a 

specific solution u(z,t) of (1.1) and is obtained by taking a variational derivative of (1.1) 

at 6u= F: 

d d 
7h + éF )tle=0 = de [6( a + eF )\(u + éF )» _ (u + €F )sra| |<=0- 

Here we pay the price of having two unknown independent (for the moment) functions in 

order to have linearity (in F’). 

Due to a theorem (generalized in the present dissertation) we can find a complete set 

of solutions of (1.3) in the form F’ = (%1%2), where 7;, 1 = 1,2 are eigenfunctions of the 

Schrédinger equation (1.2). We call a function of the form %1%2 a squared eigenfunction 

(square). (The word ”product” is reserved for the case when 7% and w2 satisfy (1.2) for 

different potentials u, and uz.)



By differentiating (1.1) with respect to x we see that wu, is also a solution of (1.3). If 

we expand u,(a,t) in terms of derivatives of squares [7 (2, A, t)o(z, A, t)|z (see section IL.3 

below) then the expansion coefficients happen to be exactly the scattering data S(A, 0) in 

the commutative diagram above. So wu is a superposition of squares which, unfortunately, 

depend on w itself. 

When w is considered small (which it is for + too) equations (1.1) and (1.3) can 

be approximated by linear PDE’s, (1.2) has exponents for solutions and the whole scheme 

reduces to the usual Fourier transform. 

The so-called soliton equations (completely integrable equations) for which the Inverse 

Scattering Method can be applied have some distinctive features such as Lax representation, 

an infinite set of first integrals (preserved quantities), Hamiltonian structure, Backlund 

transformations, etc. Maybe the most important of these is the Lax representation. This 

is a representation of the nonlinear equation in the form 

L,= AL—LA (1.4) 

where L and A are a pair of linear operators (Lax pair). For KdV equation, 

L = -Oge + 4, A = —40zcr + 3(UOz + Ozu). 

Notice that L determines the spectral problem (1.2) for KdV. 

Actually (1.4) can be written as a commutation relation, 

[L, a — A] = 0 

and expresses compatibility between the two linear problems 

Lb=d\) and %=Ad. (1.5) 

When w is small, these two equations are automatically compatible since [0,, 0;| = 0. 
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The representation (1.4) is not unique. On one hand, we can use A + 2(L) instead 

of A where 2 is a polynomial with constant coefficients. On the other, (1.4), being a 

compatibility condition, permits us to find solutions of (1.5) under appropriate conditions, 

so we can use (1.5) to derive analogous equations e.g. for the squares of these solutions, 

A*(¢1 2) = ApH and (12 )t = B* (12) 

ot their derivatives 

A(v1 2) = A(o1 2) a and (12) xt = B12) 2 

thus obtaining the compatibility conditions 

A; = B*A* — A*B*; A, = BA- AB 

where A, B, A* and B* are certain linear operators. We refer to these as Lax pairs for the 

squares. In the case of KdV equation, 

1 1 
A* = OF! (--Ocee + Uz + — Uz ) Be = —Ozex + 6u0, x 4 2 a 

N= (~7 000 + Ux + ate )Oz B = —Onnz + 60,4 —0o 

In 1974 Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur (AKNS) ® developed a procedure for deriving 

soliton equations associated with a certain spectral problem and applied it to the 2x2 AKNS 

system. The reverse problem (finding a Lax pair for a certain soliton equation) is much 

more difficult and has not yet been solved entirely. 

It appears that the Schrodinger equation (1.2) is associated with a whole class of NEE 

(called generalized KdV equations): 

Ut = Q(A)ug. Qf) = age” + ay +... + ay. (1.6) 

The simplest nonlinear equations in (1.6) are obtained when 1 is linear, e.g. OQ(p) = 4y 

yields the KdV equation.



In view of (1.4) it is strange that the equations (1.6) are determined by one operator 

only (for that reason A is called recursion operator). Even uw, here can be written formally 

as u, = 2A-0 assuming 051(0) = 1. The reason for this is that B can be expressed through 

A, as we will see. 

Here again we see the importance of A and the squared eigenfunctions. 

One may ask if every operator A determines through (1.6) a soliton type of equations, 

or whether there are certain conditions on A in order for this to happen. We will answer 

this question partially later on (theorem 2.4). 

Often instead of (1.6) only the sequence 

up= AFuz,  k=0,1,2,... (1.7) 

is considered, known as the KdV hierarchy. Each equation in (1.7) has its own Lax pair 

(L, Ay) with L defined above. Also, each one has infinitely many first integrals which are 

common for the whole hierarchy. They can be obtained as coefficients in the expansion of 

Ina(A) where a(A) is reciprocal to the transmission coefficient for (1.2) and is part of the 

spectral data (the point spectrum of (1.2) is determined by the zeros of a(A)). Here it is 

important that a;(\,¢) = 0. The first integrals are 

00 k 

Ck = -| o,(2,t)dzx, J90 = 0, O1 = u(x,t), Ok41 = —Sk,c — ) FiO ki 
—co w= 

In connection with this, the equations (1.6), (1.7) can be represented as infinite-dimensional 

Hamiltonian systems. For instance, 

6H oe) 2 

KdV: uw = got —— = Ugg + 3u’, H= / (= + 0) dz. 
bu éu co \ 2 

The first integrals above are, in fact, the set of Hamiltonians for the whole hierarchy (1.7). 

In addition, all of them are in involution, i.e. {H;,H;} = 0 for every two Hamiltonians 

H;, H; where {,} is an appropriately chosen Poisson bracket. In the framework of this 
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Hamiltonian formalism, the Inverse Scattering Transform has been shown “ to be a canonical 

transformation to angle-action variables. 

Finally, Backlund transformations are usually associated with each soliton equation, 

transforming a solution into another solution. The spatial parts of these transformations 

are known as Darboux transformations and, as it was pointed out, can be used to find 

analytical solutions to the equation under consideration. 

Here we will make a conjecture, namely, that Darboux transformations for a certain 

spectral problem exist if and only if there exists a GLM equation for it, as well as an 

N-soliton solution. It is based on the results of the present and other works about the 

polynomial Schrodinger equation. 

First, in Ref. 8 and 9, asymptotics for the eigenfunctions were derived for |A| = oo 

in order to obtain eigenfunction expansions. However, in the case N > 2 (N is the degree 

of the polynomial in the polynomial Schrddinger equation) these asymptotics were proven 

only outside certain strips in the A-plane containing the continuous spectrum. 

In Ref. 10, the inverse scattering problem has been studied and GLM equation derived 

for a similar type of a problem which excludes, however, exactly the cases where the dif- 

ficulties in Ref. 8 and 9 arise. This prompted the work in Ref. 11 where GLM equation 

was derived for the case N = 2, in an attempt to extend the result for N > 2, which was 

unsuccessful. Also, in Ref. 11 the obtained GLM equation was shown to be derivable by us- 

ing Jaulent-Miodek transformation, which is a Darboux type of transformation (see chapter 

III). This suggests that different transformations could generate different GLM equations, 

in support of the above conjecture. 

Finally, it is shown in chapter III that the method introduced for deriving Darboux 

transformations does not work for N > 2 which once again confirms the conjecture made. 

The results in chapters I] and III are reflected in Ref. 12 and 13, respectively.



Chapter II 

Cauchy Problem for the Linearized Version of the Gener- 

alized Polynomial KdV Equation 

1. Introduction. 

Gardner, Green, Kruskal and Miura !* observed in their classic paper that the squares 

of the eigenfunctions satisfy the formal adjoint of the linearized KdV equation, and the 

derivatives of these squares satisfy the linearized KdV equation itself. Sachs 1° used this 

result and solved the Cauchy problem for the linearized KdV by applying an expansion 

formula for the squares of the eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger equation. 

The present chapter is a generalization of these results for a wider class of equations, 

namely the “generalized polynomial KdV equation” or GPKdV (it reduces to KdV when 

n= 1, N =1). Here we prove that the prolonged squared eigenfunctions of the associated 

spectral problem evolve according to the linearized GPKdV, also we derive the Lax pairs 

associated with the prolonged eigenfunctions as well as prolonged squared eigenfunctions 

and on the basis of the expansion formulae obtained in Ref. 8 and 9 we solve the Cauchy 

problem for the linearized GPKdV with a decreasing at infinity initial condition. 

Analogous questions have been considered in Ref. 16 for the AKNS hierarchy. 

The problem of deriving orthogonality relations and expansion formulae for the Schro- 

15,17,18 dinger equation and other similar equations 91? has been treated by many authors. 

Let us consider the spectral problem 

N—-1 

S- rota) W(e,A)=ANP(e,r), AEC, ‘= a (2.1) 
r=0 

In = =p" (2, x) + 

  

where v, € G (G is the Schwartz space of functions v : IR — C) and N is a natural number. 

As usual, the functions v,, 4b are assumed to depend also on a ’time variable” ¢ in connection 
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with the evolution equations associated with (2.1). 

Equation (2.1) is a generalization of the Schrédinger equation (N = 1) and we will call 

it a polynomial Schrodinger equation. It is known to be the spectral problem associated 

with a certain class of nonlinear evolution equations (here referred to as GPKdV) solvable 

20 by the inverse scattering method. Strictly speaking, the associated linear problem is 

not (2.1) but, according to the Lax pair for GPKdV (theorem 2.1), the equivalent matrix 

equation 

Lf =f (2.2) 

with ZL independent of A, namely 

0 1 QO. ... 0 ib 

0 ne dob 
L= Doe te gl fy OF = 

0 0... 0 1 N-1 
—Ozz + V0 Vi Vag 1.65 UN-1 A v 

Here f = (x, A)o(A), o(A) = (1,A,..., N71)", T = transposition, is called a prolonged 

solution, ~ being a solution of (2.1). Also, if ¢, » are solutions of (2.1) then the product 

ow is a solution of 

N-1 
1 ; 1 —7Oeee + S> AG) | (0) = AN O0(Ob), (vr) = Oe + sires (Je = Ao(.), (2:3) 

r=0 

or, equivalently, MF = AJF where 

~j(1) «2. —j(vw-1) 

J — ~ 3 (v2) 7 . Oe ° 3 

d, 0 we 0 

—+0.00 + . v 0 0 eee 0 

40eee HO) | _ sy) Fv) Os 
M = 0 

0 —j(vn-1) Or . : 

0 Oy 0 . (0 

and F(#,A) = ¢(2,A)d(a,A)o(A) is the so called prolonged squared solution. For con- 

venience we define a product ”f og” of f = wo and g = do as fog = do, so that 

F= fog.



Also, M=AJ with 

0 0 ... O| (~f0rc2 + j(v0))OF1 
1 0... OF” 5(m a5" . 

A=|fo 1a. 3 j(v2)dq7 , Opa], 

0 wee 0 1 j(vn-~1)0;1 

Therefore, MF = JF can be represented as 

A(JF) = (JF) (2.4) 

+ 
where F = wo is a prolonged squared solution. (Here we also need F ose 0 to ensure 

that 0510, = id.) 

Moreover, the following is true: 

MF=AF (2.5) 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 . : 

with A* = : : me me 0 

yp 1ne 0 A 0 1 
Oz (—40rex + j(vo)) 0-+5(1) 0519 (v2) ee O17 (wn_1) 

Using the operator A we can 2° write the GPKdV equations in the form 

vy, = Q(A)oz (2.6) 

where v(z,t) = (v9, 01,---,¥nN-1)', O(p) = aou™ + ayy"! 4+...+4+ an. Here 2 is used 

for generality. Often only the case Q(z) = px”, n = 0,1,2,... is considered, referred to as a 

hierarchy of evolution equations. For N = 1 this is the KdV hierarchy and for N = 2 it is 

the Jaulent-Miodek hierarchy. 

Despite the presence of 07! in A, (2.6) represents a system of differential equations. 

Indeed, as a consequence of appendix B and formulae (3.12), (3.18) in Ref. 20 we conclude 

that the functions 

£ Cm,0 

Do = 2, Dm = / Cm—1,N-1(S)ds, m>1, where cy, = : =A" v,, 

7“ Cm,N-1 
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depend polynomially on v,, r=1,N —1, and their derivatives only. 

2. Lax Pairs and Time Evolution of Eigenfunctions. 

Let us introduce the matrix 

0 0 

Cal: 
. 0 ... 0 

Cn,0 wae Cn,N-1 

For simplicity the following theorem will consider only the case gg9 = 1, a, =...= a, = 0, 

the general result being written as a corollary. 

THEOREM 2.1. The GPKdV equations (2.6) for @9 =1,a, =...=G,=0 have the Lax 

representation 

L,= A,L — LA, 

where 

- 1 1 n—-t A, =>) (~F0i0 + =Pide) ce, 
1=0 

Proor: Using the approach in Ref. 21 (p.216) we will show first that 

1 1 1 
(~F0.2 + =Pide) L-L (~j9%. + =Pide) = COC; -CilL, 17> 0, C_1, = 0. (2.7) 

Indeed, at 1 = 0 we get 

0 0 

0,L — LO, = 6 0 = Cp 

V0,x UN-1,x 

If 2 > 0 then 

0 0 

1 1 1 1 : : 
(~39%. + 5Pi0e L-L (~Fpi2 + sPide) = 0 0 ’ 

bo bn-1 

where, for r= 1,N —-1, 

1 1 1 1 1 
b, = ~ 4 Pive + 5 Pie Ur — Vp 4 Pie + pPide = Pitre 
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and (using the above at r = 0) 

1 1 1 1 
bo = (- gp at =7id - (— Ove + vo) — (- —Onxe + vo) (— FP: + 5Pide) = pPi?02t 

1 1 1 1 1 
+ Fri eDoe — pPiOzee — qoeePi, at =deai0n _ gPi%0,2 + (~FPies + Pade : 

On the other hand 
O.... 0 

C;-Cy-1L = 
0 ... 0 
dg ... dn-1 

where due to c; = Ac;_1 we have for r =1,N —1, 

. _ 1 _ 
dy = [¢:-1r—1 + 5(r) OF ¢s—-1,N-1] — [e—1,r—1 + C-1,N-10r] = 5 one 9e "e14.N-1 = by 

and for r = 0, 

1 
dy = (- 4 roo + j(v)) 5 tei 1,N-1 — Ci-1,N— i(— Ore + U9) = 

1 
= 20,2 (07+ ¢;-1,n-1) — 9 —Ci-1,N~1,22 + Ci-1,N-1022 = bo. 

4 

Finally, due to (2.7) we find <A,L— LA, = 

1 1 n-i * ni 
—_ > (4 7 Piz + 5Pide ) L-L (~F0%0 + 5rd.) L = SOC - CyiL)L = Ch- 

1=0 

CoroLuary. The nonlinear evolution equations (2.6) can be represented in the form 

Ily=AL-LA, A=) ajAn-i- (2.8) 

Now we will find the time-evolution of the solutions of (2.1), the prolonged and the 

prolonged squared solutions provided the potential v(x,t) evolves according to (2.6). 

LEMMA 2.1. If f(z,X) and v(x) satisfy (2.2) and (2.6) respectively then f; — Af is another 

solution of (2.2). 

Proor: Differentiating Lf = Af with respect tot yields L.f + Lf; = Af;. Using (2.8) and 

(2.2) we get L(f; — Af) = A(t — Af). 

We will be especially interested in the partial case f, — Af = 0. 
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Lemma 2.2. If f(z,4) = wo is a solution of (2.2) and f; = Af then wp evolves according to 

“ 1 1 
#=(- qPie + 5PiP 2) (a0 ob ag) 

7=0 

(This result was obtained independently of Ref. 22.) 

Proor: Using change in order of summation we obtain 

* i 1 
ao) (Fri + 5rd) pet + 

3=0 

  

n—-1 
0 

} | ; ys 1 1 | 

7=0 4=0 

n 1 1 . . 

= d (— FP. + 5Pide) [aoL™* + ay LPO +... + dni] f = 

n 

“L(+; ~Die + pid =) (ao 744 ani) f. 

=0 

THEOREM 2.2. If the solutions f = ~o , g = ¢o of (2.2) satisfy the evolution equation 

= Ay then: 

(a) the prolonged squared solution F = f og evolves according to 

mr 
1 . h=> (- sPise + pid -) (apd + aA! $$ ani) F3 

4=0 

(b) if moreover (2.6) holds then JF evolves according to 

n k 

(JF), = BJF where B=) ajBn-i, Be= > >TiA** 
+=0 2=0 

and Tp =0,z, 

1 0 ... O j(Cm—1,0)0;* 

Tm = (Pm + Pm) + Pry, Pm =— |: : , m>d. 

0 ... O j(¢m—1,N-1)0; 7 

Proor: (a) As a consequence of lemma 2.2, 

n 

Fy = (bode + oyy)o = S> ys (- =P, £ + sid | (aoA"— ‘ + aoe + Ani) + Q (— Frit 

4=0 
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nr 

ii 5 Pi? -) (ao ‘ + + anai)elo = Ss? (- sie + 5 pd a.) (aoX"- ty weet Ani) OW C 

+=0 

(b) We will prove the statement at a9 = 1, aj = ... = a, = 0. In the general case it 

follows from the linearity of the right-hand sides of the equalities used. 

Let us denote by J’[w] the matrix operator 6J/|,,_,,. (Here 6 is the variational deriva- 

tive, 6O(v) = £[O(v + «(6v))]| 5, where ® is a functional of v or an operator depending 

on v.) Then for n = 0 we have 

(JF), = J'[v,)F + JF, = J"[ve| F + JO, F = 0,3 F. 

Suppose it is true for some non-negative n. Then 

1 1 . 
B,JF = J'[vJF + JF, = J'len|F + J (>: (~59%. + sPide) | F 

4=0 

and therefore for n + 1 we obtain (using (2.4), (2.5) and en41 = Ac) 

n+l 
1 1 ; 

(JF) = J lena] PF + J (5° Gs + 5Pide) rer) F- 

7=0 

1 
= Jeni] EF + J (-5 

1 
Pn+1,z + 5Put10e Fo A{B, IF _ J[A” vg] F} = 

1 1 

In order to calculate this we need to use the linearity of 7, namely, 

jlenjr—1 + j(r)Pn41) = j(Cnr—1) + (Jr) Pn41) 

as well as 

1 1 1 . 
JG (r)Pn+1) + j(v,) (-5 3 Pnt+1,x + gPnt1 98 -) = (ot. + 5Pnt10>) j(v,). (2.9) 

Now we find 

1 7(€n,0) 0... O 

(JF), = B,AJF + (rat. + Puss JF — :; . | F= 

j(Cn,N-1) QO ... O 

= (B,A + Tn4i)J PF = Basi dF. 
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LEMMA 2.3. The following identity holds: 

AT —TmA = P41 —- PmA,  m>0. (2.10) 

Proor: We express the left-hand side as 

1 0 0 So 

AT im — TmA = —PmrAt LAT, — (mn + Pm) mn =—-P,A+ |: : : 

QO ... 0 SN-1 

where form > 0,r=1,N —1 we have due to (2.9): 

. _ 1 1 . _ 
Sp = jl, Oz , (rn + s?md) _ (rn. + Pm) j(vr) Oz ‘— 

—j(Cm~1,r-1) 05 ~ j(,)OZ*i(Cm—1,N-1) 05 | = 

. _ 1 “ype . 1 1 _ 
= j(v,)dr* = + 5Pnde) — GC) Pm) + j(v,) (~ Fm + sPmde)| got 

~j(Cm—1r-1) 05" — j(v)O5"F (Pm x)Oz = —[3(3(%r)Pm) + j(Cm—1,r-1)] O5*+ 

ny fl 1 1 1 _ 
+5 (0,071 Pea + PmeOe + 59ePmz — 592PmOe — Pmzde — $Pmee gz} = 

(2.11) = —j (G(r )Pm + Cm—1,r-1)0; = ~j(Cmr)Oz- 

Now we use (2.11) for r = 0 to obtain 

1 1 1 1 . _ 

1 , -1- _ wp _ 
—_ co + i(vo) 0; "3(Cm—1,N-1)Oz — —j(j(v0)Pm)Oz 1 

1 1 1 

4 

f{. 1 _ 1{. _ 1 1 _ 
=-j (5(c0)Pm - 7Pmee 0; — A 3 (Dm,cxr)Oz 1 + gPmca Ie — 5 OxePm, x20 7 = 

= —j(Cm,0)O5'. 

At m = 0 we have To = Oz, Po = 0, Sp = j(v,) 0510, — Onj(vr OZ! = 

r=1,N-1, = [J (vr) Oz — O25 (Vr)\O5" = —j(%,,2)O5° = —j(Cor)Oz° 

az) = —j(v0.2)0z! = —I(c0.0)0z". So = 

1 1 , _ 7.0 + ilo) 0710, _ Ox Face + j(vo) 
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COROLLARY 1. For each n > 0 we have 

AB, _- B,4A = Prat. 

ProoFr: By changing the order of summation we obtain 

AB, —B,A=A (s: na) _ (3: na) A= 
1=0 4=0 

= SO(AT, — T;A)A"™* = SO (Piya — PAVAT? = Prt. 
4=0 1=0 

CoroLuary 2. If (2.6) is satisfied then the following Lax representation holds: 

A, = BA— AB. (2.12) 

Proor: Now we use corollary 1 to obtain 

n nr 

BA-AB =)  aj(ByiA— ABy;) = — >) 4;Pp—i41 = 
4=0 41=0 

= 74; (EM) gvanriog = (EMMovaa(ayee = Ae 
i=0 

CoROLLARY 3. The operator B, can also be represented as 

Bn = San ~ Pi). 
4=0 

ProoF: For n = 0 it is trivial. Let it be true for some n. Then 

Bazi = B,A + Tr41 = 

= {doar _ roa | + Tri = {doamncr ~— P))+ (AP - Pat} + Tri = 
1=0 +=0 

n n+l 

i=0 1=0 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let the conditions in Theorem 2 hold (including the one in (b)). Then JF 

satisfies the linearized GPKdV equation 

hy = 6(Q(A)r2) [syn + (2.13) 

ProoF: Again we will prove the statement for ag = 1, aj =... = a, = 0 only. We have to 

show that 

6(A”v,) = B,(6v). (2.14) 

First we will prove (2.14) in the case when 6v € G. Then it will follow for the general case 

as well because A”v, depends on v, vz,... polynomially and therefore does not contain 07". 

As a byproduct we get that B, is also a differential operator, not containing 071. 

For n = 0 we have 

6(A”v,) = 0,(6v) = To(dv) = Bo(év). 

If it is true for some n > 0 then 6(A"t!v,) = 

0... 0 5(6v)dz3 m0 
= (6A)A"vz + Ad(A"v,) = | : : : + AB,(6v) = 

0... 0 j(Svy_1)Oz1/) \ N-2 
Pn+1,z 

1 
= (Pati ae + 5Pnt19e)(bv) + (Bud + Putt )(6v) = (Bud + Tn41)(60) = Bn4i(6v). 

Now we will try to clarify the idea behind the results obtained so far and to simplify 

some proofs as a consequence. 

Notice that 

Pm = —(6A)qm-ty,. 

(Here A™—!v, is the value of the vector-function on which 6A depends, namely 6v.) 

Also, 

Tm = (6A — 6A)am-ty, (2.15) 
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where we define ©,, for any linear operator ®, which depends linearly on wu, by 

®,,u = O,w. 

Indeed, (2.15) follows from 

0... 0 j(u9)d71 Wo 

onan (; ; ){ )- 

0... 0 j(un_1)dz! WN-1 

UuoWwN—1 + J u0,c(0; 'wy-1) 1 uo 

= = fons + 5(25 hwy -1)0e| ; 
1, _ 

UN-1WN-1 + ZUN-1,2(0; lwy_1) uN-1 

and therefore 

(6A), = wn-1+ 5(O5*wy-1)0e. 

So (2.10) can be written as 

A(6A — 6A) amry, — (6A — 6A) am-ty, A = —(6A) ame + (BA)amrv A, mm > 1. 

This is a partial case of the next result. 

THEOREM 2.4. The following operator identity holds: 

(6A) Aw — A(6A)y = SAA — AbAy. (2.16) 

Proor: Let the vector-function A(w,w) be defined as 

A(w,u) = (6A,A — A6bA,,)u. 

Then (2.16) is equivalent to A(w,u) = A(u,w). In order to show it we calculate the r-th 

component (r = 0, N — 1) of A(w,u). For r > 0, 

1 ; _ fwow-r + 3(O5twy-1)0e| [ura +3(0-) (B5tuw-1)] - 

1 . _ 1 pa 
— { low + 5 (07+ wy_1) a. Ur-1 + j(vr)Oz" ow + 3 (07*wy-1) ae uv-a} = 

18



1 1 1 
= fon + 3 (07*wn-1) a. us + 9 Une (05"uw-a) — >, + ered] x 

1 1 
x fos + 9 (05+ wy-1) a, UN-1 = 4 onee (O71 un-1) (07! wn_1) + 

1 _ _ - 
15 Ure [un—1 (0; Twy_1) + WN-1 (0; un-1) + 20; ‘(un-1wn-1)| 

which is obviously symmetric with respect to the interchange uo w. 

For r=0 we have the expression above plus an additional term: 

1 1 1 1 
WN-1+ 3 (05? wy-1) a. (~juv-1.-] — (~F2.-] fons + 5 (07 wn_1) Oe| un—1 = 

1 1 

= G(uv-1N-aee + BUv—1s00N-10- 
This is also symmetric. Therefore A(w,u) = A(u, w). 

Using theorem 2.4 we can easily derive the Lax pair (2.12). Consider the sequence of 

identities 
(6A)y, = OA — Adz 

(6A) av, ~ A(6A)y, = 5Ay, A — AbAy, 

(6A)azy, — A(OA)av, = OAnv, A — AbAnv, (2.17) 

(6A)any, — A(6A)an-ty, = OAQn—1y, A — Ab Agr-1y, 

which follows from (2.16) with an exception of the first one. We add them after multiplying 

the k-th identity by A”+1-* on the left: 

(6A) any, = Dz A—-ADy, with Dy = ENjn-ty, + NbN gn—2y, +... FAM TE Ay, FA" OG. 

(2.18) 

If (2.6) holds then (2.18) implies 

Ap=DA-AD with D=) aD,_;. 
=~ 

Now let us show that D, = B, (hence D = B) where according to (2.15), 

By, = (6A — 6A) qn-1y, + (6A — 6A) qn-ay, A+ ...+ (6A — 6A)y, A> + pA”. (2.19) 
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For n = 1 it follows from the first identity in (2.17). Suppose that D, = B, for some integer 

n > 0. Then (see (2.18), (2.19)): 

Brat = (6A — SA)a,v, + Ban A = 6Aany, — (Dn A — ADn) + Bad = 6Aqny, +ADn = Dyit. 

We can see the symmetry for the evolution operator D = B of the prolonged squares JF 

(A being on the left, right, respectively). 

So (2.16) answers to some extent the question that we asked in chapter I. It is a condition 

satisfied by A which generates a whole hierarchy of Lax pairs and therefore ensures the 

soliton type of the corresponding hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations. 

3. Cauchy Problem for the Linearized GPKdV Equations. 

Now we will find specific solutions of (2.1)-(2.4) for which the statements above apply. 

Equation (2.1) has Jost solutions 

wae(a,A)~ eF*® (p79 ++400), k=AN?, Imk>0, (2.20) 

analytic * in the sectors 2, = {A: —(s — 1) < argaA < 843}, s = 1, N and continuous 

up to the rays /, = {A :argA = san} s=0,N (lo = ly). The same is true for the function 

a(A) = W(b_(a, A), b4(x, A) = (2ik)~? [W_(e, A) M4 (@, A) — WL(@, A)o4(a, A)]- 

In addition, on the rays |, we have 

by (2, Az) = b4(A)H-(a, Az) + as(A)P-(Z, Az), A ETS (2.21) 

where for any function ¢ we define #(Az+) = limeo G(A + ted), A € 1;. Notice that ky = 
e>0 

MY? & 0 and az(A) = a(Az). Also 

a4(A)a_(A) — b4(A)b_(A) = 1 (2.22) 
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which, together with (2.21), implies 

(2, Aa) = —dg(A)HE (An) Fan(AWy(2,Ag), AE Ls. (2.23) 

We suppose that a(A) has a finite number of simple zeros A;, ! = 1, M. Then 

+(x, A1) = byb_(2, A1). (2.24) 

Define f4(@,A) = H4(a, A)o(A). Then f(z, A) also satisfy (2.21), (2.23), (2.24) as well 

as f(z, A) ~ et**?o(X) for z — too. 

Lemma 2.4. If the solutions f = ho, g = go of (2.2) satisfy y, = Ay then [W(~, )]; = 0. 

ProoF: According to lemma 2.2, 

nm 

[W(b, Ale = W (vr, 6) + Wa, bt) = SD (aodA"* +... ana) {W ((—4Pi« + 5Pide) %, 6) 
é 4 
1=0 

Lemma 2.5. If (2.6) holds then: 

(a) fe(@, A) = Afa (2, A) F tkOQ(A) f(z, A); 

(b)et**9O)* f(a, A) satisfies y, = Ay; 

(c)az(A) = 0; 

(d)b4,e(A) = —2tk4Q(A)b4(A), = AE Is; 

(e)bi4 = —2tk Q(A))b, where k; = an? Im ky > 0; 

(f)the vector-function g;(x) = f(a, Ad) — bi f_(#, Ar), where *© = Q), is a solution of 

(2.2) and git(x) = Agi{x) — tk, QA gi(@) — (2tk,Q(AD) £4 (2, Ad; 

(glehOOD g(x) + (2ikiQ(Ar))-F4 (@, Ad)t] satisfies yx = Ay. 

Proor: Statement (a) follows from lemma 2.1, the asymptotics (2.20) and the fact that 

fea(z, A) ~ o(e#**)a(A) as & > +00, as well as p(x) € G for i > 0 and po(x) = 2. 
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Statement (b) is a corollary of (a), and (c) and (d) follow from (b), lemma 2.4 and the 

formulae 

a(A) = (2ik) TW (W(x, AJeHPOHE dha (@, AVEO) , 

ba. (A) orb Ur) = (2iky)-1W (b_(a, Age HHO, a (a, Az ete) 

Next, (e) can be obtained by differentiating (2.24) with respect to t and using (a). 

Notice that A; = 0 due to (c). 

About (f), in order to show that g;(z) solves (2.2) we differentiate (2.2) with respect to A 

and use (2.24) again. This fact is not surprising since g(x) = [w4(#, Ar) — byb_(a, Ar)Jo(Ad). 

Concerning the second part of (f), 

git(2) = (f+ _ bi f_): = = {fy t— by f- th — b; |. = =), 

= {ACfy — bf) — [ROO + bf) - ne + bf}, + 2s OAD FLe,d, 
Now we use (2.24). 

Finally, (g) is a direct consequence of (f) and (a). 

Remark 1. According to (g) of lemma 2.5 the formula for g;(z,t) in Ref. 15 is incorrect. 

In order to solve the linearized GPKdV equation we need an expansion formula. We 

introduce the bilinear form 

oo N-1 

< fifa >= / » AP (a) fy (a) dex, fi= (£2), 1%), Ma) , t=1,2. 

~ 7=0 

Then ®° for any vector-function h(a) € LN(—00, 00) = L1(—00, 0) x ... x L1(—00, 00) we 

  

  

have 

h(x) = $(27i)7" y/ say < Fs (Az), 2 > ~bay < Fy(A_),h >| dAx 

N; —1 Na) a _ JE _ + eN a?(A;)) WG + oo) J F( At) J Fz( ) < Fy(Ay,h > 

— JF5(@,) < Fy(X),h >} (2.25) 

with Fy(xz,A) = fa(2,A)o f(z, A) , provided A; €1,, F=1,M, s=1,N. 
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REMARK 2. According to Ref. 8 and 9 for N > 2 the expansions above are formal when 

some v, #0, r=[£+1],N —1 due to lack of results on the asymptotics of (2, A) as 

|A| = oo for X close to the rays 1,. Let us not forget also about the assumption that a(A) 

has a finite number of simple zeros. 

By adding the two formulae in (2.25) we will obtain a new expansion formula containing 

prolonged squared solutions only (and not their \-derivatives as well), namely 

P(z,A) = f (2, A+) 0 f-(2, A-), Q(x,A) = f-(@,A-) 0 f_(@, Ax), rA El, 

    

    

  

(2.26) 
Pi(x) = Fy (2, Az), Qi(z) = f-(2, Az) o gi(z), f=1,M. 

In order to do that we need the following 

LemMA 2.6. The functions in (2.26) satisfy the identities 

2 _ F(z, r_)Fi(y,A-) 
(a) [P(2, A)Q*(y, r) - Qe, A)P'(y, d)| a4(A)a_(A) 7 ZA) 7 

— FA(@ AL) FEY, A+) _ Fy (a, A_)F! (y, A_) Fy(@, As) Fl (y, A+). (2.27) 

a2. (d) a.(X) ay 
(6) [P(@are)— Quay w)] j= |(Gr+ Gay) Pee Ad — Be 0] FTA) 

-Fy(2, FT (y,X) (+ 4 ont F(2,) — F(a, ) FT (y, 1+ P(e, WEE (y, Wd). 
(2.28) 

Proor: (a) Let p(2,A) = Pa(2,A4)¥-(2,A-) , a(t, A) = dy (ew, )H-(2,A4). 
Using (2.21), (2.23) several times we obtain 

P(x, r)Q*(y, A) — Q(2, A)P'(y, A) = 

= o(A)o"(A){b_(a, A_)[b4 b-(@, Aq) tay b-(@, A-)]H+(y, A-)[-b-b4-(y, Ag) +04 04(y, A) 

—p_(x, A4)[b-p_(#, A-) + a_p_ (a, Az) P4(y, A$) -b404-(y, A-) + abe (y, AZ) = 

= 00 {ai pb? (x, rA_)PE(y, A-)—a2 b2 (x, ALE (y, AZ) t-P-(#, A-)W_(@, A+) [04-04 (y, A-) 

—b_a_Wy(y, Ax)] + [-b-a4 2 (a, A_) + by a_i (a, AZ) 4 (y, A-)P4 (Ys A¥)F- 
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Because of the identities 

bya pi (y, r_) ~ b_a_pi(y, A+) — bi bs(y, rA_)o_(y, r+) ~~ b_v+(y, A+)¥-(Y, r_); 

—b_a,? (a, r~) + bya_wp? (a, r+) = bi p_(z, A+ )P+(2, \-) ~ b_w_(z, A-)p+(2, A+); 

PLY; A-)P+(y, A+) — [6__(y, r_) + a_v_(y, A+) v+(y, A+) _- 

= b_o_(y, A-)b+(y, r+) + p_(y, A+)[b-(y, r_) + bs daly, r_)| 

the following equality holds: 

oo' (p(x, A)a(y, X) ~~ q(x, r)P(y, X)] = a4 F_(a, A_)FE(y, r-) ~ a” F_(a, AL) Fy (y, A+) 

too! p_(x,A_)p_(2, As)[b4a(y, A) — b-p(y, A)]+ 

toa! [b4q(x, A) — b_p(x, A)][P—-(y, A+) d-(y, A-) + b-p(y, A) + b44(y,A)]. (2.29) 

After interchanging x © y in (2.29) and subtracting it out of (2.29) we obtain after 

cancellation 

2[P(x,A)Q"(y, A) — Q(#, A)P'(y,A)] = 

= a4 F_(a, A)F L(y, A_) — a? F_(2, AVEL(Y, A+) — a4 Fy (2, A_)FI(y, A_)+ 

+a2 Fy (2, A4)F2(y,A4) — o(A)o'(A)2b_b4[p(2, A)aCy, A) — 9(e, A)P(y, A)]. 

Now we use (2.22) and obtain (2.27). 

(b) Let Aj(x,y) be the right-hand side of (2.28). Then due to (2.24) we have 

Ai(z,y) = —Fy(2, AFI (y, A) Fe (a, WET (y, ADF F(e, IFS (y, ADF-F_(@, DEY (y, Ad): 

On the other hand 

2Qi(z) = 20(A) fr (2, ADL F4(@, Av) — brf-(e, Ad] = 

= of ALFR(2, An) — BF f2(e, AN! = Fy (e, dr) — OFF (2, dv). 
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Therefore 

Ai(,y) = —2Qi(#)FE (y, 1) + P(e, A)2Q] (y) = [-Qu(x) PI (y) + Pu(2)Q7 (uy). 
I 

Using lemma 2.6 we find, after adding the formulae in (2.25) and dividing by 2: 

dA 
N-1 

h(x) = (2mi)7? Do / [J P(«,) < Q(A), kh > —IQ(#, A) < P(A),h >| Wasa) 

M 

+ 0 (2A a? (Ab?) [I Pi(2) < Qu hk > —IQi(2) < Piyh >]. (2.30) 
i=1 

As a corollary of theorem 2.3 and lemma 2.5 ((b) and (g)) we find that 

ERB QOAMt 7 P(x, A), EW ARQOAM TO (x, A), A €l, 

eh T P(e), MOOD TQ (a) + (21k QA)) TP (2)t],  l=1,M 

are solutions of (2.13). Therefore, applying the expansion formula (2.30) we obtain the 

following 

THEOREM 2.5. The Cauchy problem for the linearized GPKdV equation (2.13) (subject to 

the restrictions in Remark 2) where v(z,t) evolves according to (2.6), with initial condition 

h(a, t = 0) = ho(x) € LiY(—c0, 00), 

has a solution 

N-1 

h(a, t) = (2ni)7* Ss” | ferOONT PCa, A) < QUA, t = 0), Ao > - 
s=0 *"s 

M 
; dX _ 9 2th Q(ASt _ N;:2 Xd b2 t= -1 e JQ(az,2) < P(A, t = 0), ho >| dyNax(d)a(A) + 2. [2A;" a“(A,)b7(¢ = 0)|-* x 

x e%ihUNIt £7 P(x) < Qi(t = 0), ho > —[JQi(x) + (2ék/A(A1)) I P;(a)t] < P(t = 0), ho >}. 

(Here P, Q, Pi, Qi defined in (2.26) depend on t implicitly via v(z,t).) 
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Chapter III 

Gauge ‘Transformations for a Quadratic Pencil and AKNS 

System 

1. Introduction. 

The gauge transformations (GT) between different linear spectral problems play an 

important role in the theory of solitons. An example is the Jaulent-Miodek (JM) transfor- 

mation #3, which is a generalization of the well known Miura transformation (see e.g. Ref. 

24). JM transforms the eigenfunctions of the AKNS system (also called Zakharov-Shabat 

system): 
ny(z, A) + tAni (2, A) = ¢(x)n2(z, d) 

(3.1) 
no(a, A) — iAn2(z, A) = r(z)ni(z2, ). 

into the eigenfunctions of a quadratic pencil: 

” 2 ‘ 0 
y (£,A) = [wo(e) + u(z)A — A“Ty(z, A), = 5s (3.2) 

with potentials uo(x), u1(z) depending on the potentials q(x), r(x) of (1). This transforma- 

tion provides also a very simple relation between the spectral data of (3.1) and (3.2) which 

is the reason that (3.1) and (3.2) are often considered equivalent in the context of solving 

the nonlinear evolution equations (NEE) associated with (3.1) and (3.2) (the AKNS hier- 

archy and the Jaulent-Miodek hierarchy, respectively), via the inverse scattering method. 

JM allows for transfering features from (3.1) to (3.2) and vice versa. For instance, in Ref. 

11 it was used to derive Marchenko equation for (3.2) from the one for the AKNS system 

(3.1). 

When a gauge transformation Tr is between spectral problems of the same type (with 

different potentials U and r(U)) it is often called Darboux transformation (see e.g. Ref. 

24). It expresses the eigenfunctions of the problem with a potential 7(U) through the 
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eigenfunctions of the other one. So we get a whole family of linear problems with different 

potentials 7"(U),n = 1,2,..., for which we can solve analytically the direct and inverse 

scattering problems provided we can do it for the first one with a potential U (usually 

U =0). This is a way to generate N-soliton solutions (represented by the potentials r"(U)) 

for the NEE associated with this spectral problem. 

In this chapter we present a natural way of deriving all GT of certain class between QP 

and QP, QP and AKNS, and AKNS and AKNS. No boundary conditions are imposed. As 

a result we obtain all known Darboux transformations for QP and AKNS, the Miura and 

Jaulent-Miodek transformations, as well as new ones. 

The proposed scheme classifies the transformations into four different types and also 

stresses the similarities between different transformations (e.g. it shows the common nature 

of JM with Darboux transformations). Since the inverses of these GT are in the same class 

and types of transformations, that symmetry with respect to inversion is incorporated into 

the form of the transformations. Some explanation for the symmetry in the QP@QP case 

can be found on p. 39. 

In addition, even though we do not show the transforming of the spectral data (which 

are defined only in the presence of boundary conditions) we do show the connection between 

Wronskians of eigenfunctions (through which spectral data are being defined). 

Moreover, we derive some previously unknown GT, mainly between QP and AKNS, 

and also most of the ones of type 2 and 4. 

QP<QP transformations with decreasing boundary conditions (for uo, U1, vo, v1) have 

been derived in Ref. 25. They cover the types 1 and 2 only and are expressed in terms of 

the potentials solely, thus making the two types indistinguishable. 

Ref. 26 obtains QP~QP transformations without imposing boundary conditions by 
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applying the transformation 

1 iy a_i _ 
=F OE) Ca) wa ee 

(a QPGAKNS transformation of type 4 with T = 0 — cited from Ref. 27) to the three 

kinds of AKNSGAKNS transformations in Ref. 28. It covers type 3 (being labeled as I 

and II kind for 6 = +2 respectively) and type 1 (III kind). A shortcoming of the paper is 

the difficult to use form of the transformations involving a lot of dependent on each other 

variables. 

The three kinds of AKNS@AKNS transformations considered in Ref. 28 (without 

boundary conditions) are derived in an elegant form and correspond to type 3 (8 = 2 

respectively) and type 1. A result analogous to lemma 3.4 is obtained. 

Finally, the Jaulent-Miodek transformation 7° appears to be a QP@AKNS transforma- 

tion of type 3 with G = 0 and d = 0, as will be seen later on. 

2. GT for a Schrodinger Equation with an Energy-Dependent Potential. 

QP (see e.g. Ref. 29 and the references there) is a partial case (N = 2) of a Schrodinger 

equation with a potential depending polynomially on the spectral parameter A: 

y" (a, Xr) = U(a, r)y(z, r), (3.3) 

where 
N-1 

U(az,rA)= (s: w(o —~AN (cf. (2.1). (3.4) 

As was mentioned in Chapter I, there are not known N-soliton solutions to these NEE for 

N > 2 as well as a Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko equation. In addition, there are problems 

with finding asymptotes of the eigenfunctions and expansion formulae when N > 2. 

Now we will attempt to find Darboux transformations for that linear problem and will 

see that for N > 2 the method fails. 
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For simplicity, let us start with an arbitrary potential function U(az,.). We look for a 

transformation T: y — z of the type 

2(a,d) = az, d)y(2,A) + B(@, A)y'(a, ) (3.5) 

where z(z, A) satisfies 

2"(x2,r) = V(a, A)2z(z, A) (3.6) 

for some potential V(z, A). Since (3.3) and (3.6) are linear problems it is natural that r be 

linear as well. Substituting (3.5) into (3.6) and using (3.3) yields: 

[a” + (bU)' + (a+ 0/)U — aV]y + [2a’ + bU + b” — bV]y’ = 0. (3.7) 

Because we want (3.5) to give a solution to (3.6) for any solution y(z, A) of (3.3), we may 

put in (3.7) two linearly independent solutions y;2(z,) and the 2x2 system obtained will 

have a nonzero determinant, det = yy, — yjy2 = W(y1,y2) #0. Therefore 

a” + 2b'U + bU' + a(U -V)=0 
(3.8) 

b” + 2a’ +b(U —V) =0. 

From (3.8) we can exclude V: 

ab” — a"’b — b(26'U + bU') + 2aa' = 0. 

After integrating with respect to x we get 

ab! — a/b -— PU +a = p=W(ry,Ty2)/W(t, 2), =p = P(A). (3.9) 

Indeed, for any two solutions yj, y2 of (3.3) we have 

  

  

  
_ {ty (ry)'| _ fay + by, (a' + bU yr + (a + Bi) yy} | 

W(rus72) = ley (cya) | = faye + by, (a! + buy + (a + Dy, 

f 

[a(a + b’) — b(a’ + BU) in ") = (a? + ab! — a'b — b°U)W (41, y2). 
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We may use (3.9) to introduce only one independent function T(z, A) in place of the two 

functions a(x, A) and 6(z, A): 

_ ae, A) 
b(x, A) 

P T’+T’?-U= p2? where T(z, A) =   (3.10) 

So the system (3.8) is equivalent to (3.10) coupled with 

bf / bf 2 bf 

VaU+ (5) + (5) — 27 — 27" (3.11) 

We can give that system a more symmetrical look: 

' 2 Pp b ‘ b ? 
ryr—o=2=(F-r) +(¢-7) — Vy. (3.12) 

It is easy to check that every function T(z, 4) defines a transformation 7: y — z of the form 

(aw, ) = B(x, A)[y!(#, A) — T(#, A)u(e, d)] (3.13) 

between the eigenfunctions y, z of (3.3) and (3.6), respectively, where b(z, A) and V(z, A) 

are determined by (3.12). Note that p(A) and b(a, ) are defined up to a multiplication by 

a function of which, however, does not affect + (due to its linearity) or V(z,A). So we 

could choose p = 1 for simplicity. Unfortunately, p can be zero for some A. 

The symmetry in (3.12) can be seen in (3.13) as well if we invert it (provided p # 0): 

(3)=*(2-Fe-» gir) (4). 
fe 

(3) =-5 (a ae” r) r) (3); 

In addition, since (3.3) and (3.6) are linear, it is actually we being transformed into =: 

e-(5-r]E-al=- os 
The following lemma discusses a composition of transformations. 

(3.14) 
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LEMMA 3.1. The composition of two transformations 71(T;, 61, p,) and T2(T2, b2, pz) such 

T2 T3=T27T1 

that y 2. w is again a transformation of the same kind, 73(T3, 63, p3), y ——— w, 

where 

T3 = 1, + y , bz = byb2 b —1T,-—T,}, p3 = P1P2- (3.16) 

(5-1 -B) 
In the case when 

bo 

by ~—1T, —T,=0, (3.17) 

T3 is essentially the identity transformation, T3 = id,/p1p2. 

ProorF: Indeed, (3.14) implies 

b! p bf 

z AG 1Jyt+ bP bt i;y 

and therefore 

bs bf 
w= bo( 2’ _ T2z) = = bob, (F _ Ti _ 7,) yf + (- a 5, T; + T? + TT; ) 1 (3.18) 

yielding (3.16). Concerning p3, 

ps = W(ratiy, T27192) _— Wry, 192) W(t271 m1, 727142) 

Wa, y2) W(m,y2) Wry, 7192) 
  

= Pip2- 

Also, 73 satisfies a system of the kind (3.12) because 7, and Tz do. Here we use the equiva- 

lence between (3.12) and the statement that 7 transforms a fundamental system of solutions 

of (3.3) into solutions of (3.6). 

If ean! holds then (3.16) is inapplicable and (3.18) yields w = —(p1b2/b1)y. However, 

due to 7) = a — T; we have 

bi "  (b, ? PL 
=1,+T} + %) -V= amen —v=(t-n) +(p-n) BF 

where V is the potential of z(a,). Hence w = y,/pip2 which means that 73 = id,/pip>. 
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3. Darboux Transformations for a Quadratic Pencil. 

When the potentials U(z, A), V(a, A) are of the form (3.4), according to (3.11) we get 

a restriction on T(z, A), namely that (&) + (#)? — 2T& — 2T’ must be an (N — 1)-degree 

polynomial in A. One way to do this is to choose: 

N-1 ’ 
1(7’+T?-U 

T(z,A)= ) a,(x)A’, 3 = eee — independent of X. (3.19) 
r=0 

Lemma 3.2. If S(a,) = 0) s,()A" then $’/S is independent of d if and only if s,(x) = 

cyh(z) for every r=0,M. Then S/S = h'(x)/h(z). 

Proor: Let $’/$ = u(z). After integrating with respect to z we get 5(z,A) = P(A)e?@) 

where Q/({x) = w(x). Therefore 

M 

P(A) = So sr(ae“@ Q”. 
=0 

Now we have s,(x)e~@) = peal =e, and so 8,(#) = c,h(x) with h(z) = e@), 

Applying lemma 3.2 for S(z,\) = T' + T? — U we obtain from (3.12) for N = 2: 

/ / t 2 

(T’ + T? — U) = h(a)(c9 + 1A + €2A”) = (-5 - r) + (-5 ~ r) —-V (3.20) 

or: 

/ h / Hn , 
a! +0? —w =coh(2)=-(S +a) +(F +a] — v0 

i 

6! +208 — 1 = h(x) = —6' +2 (F+e)a-m (3.21) 
2h 

14+ 6? =egh(x2)=14+8? 

where a, @ stand for ag, a,. Actually the left-hand side is a system of two equations for a, 

{ provided (co, ¢1, C2) # (0,0,0) (we assume h(x) ~ 0). When N = 1 we have one equation 

with one unknown (a). When N > 2, however, the equations (2N — 2) are more than the 

unknowns (NV) and cannot be satisfied for arbitrary potentials uo, u1,.... UN—1- 
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THEOREM 3.1. For any choice of the constants co, ¢1, C2 in (3.21) such that (co, ¢1,¢2) F 

(0,0,0) the system (3.21) has a solution (a, 8) for arbitrary potentials uo, u,. It defines a 

transformation T (y - z): 

@,r) = h-V?(a)ly'(@,A)— T(@,A)y(@,A), —- T(#,) = a(@) + A(a)A 

between the linear problems (3.3) and (3.6) with potentials U = uo(x) + u,(z)A — A? and 

V = vo(z) + v4 (2)A — »? where h(x) and V(z, 2) are determined by (3.20). 

At the moment we can think of p(X) as p(A) = co teyA + c2A?,  0(x, A) = AW? (2). 

Now, using theorem 3.1 we will derive different types of Darboux transformations 7 by 

choosing the constants co, C1, c2 differently. But first we need the following 

LEMMA 3.3. If d € @ is a zero of the quadratic equation 

co t+ A+ cA? = 0 (3.22) 

then 

a(x) + A(z)d = Oe ~FA — a(z) — B(z)d = rey (3.23) 

where ¥, Z are some solutions of (3.3) and (3.6) respectively, related through (2, d)2(z,d) = 

h-1/2(a), 

Lemma 3.3 is an easy consequence of (3.20). The relation between y and Z follows from 

(3.23). 

TYPE 1. Equation (3.22) has two different zeros dj 2. Then (3.23) yields 

Meds) _ _ Pilz) _ 24s) 

      

— = ; = 1,2, 3.24 a(x) + B(x)d ied.) ~~ 2h)” ads) s (3.24) 

so the transformation is determined by: 

1 y' (a, dy) y'(x, dz) 1 y'(x, dy) y'(z, dz) 
= ~—dy= +d,= ; L)= me ~~ . 

ae) dy — dg *(a,d,) ° ” 9(2,d2) Ae) dj —d2 1 9(z,d1) (x, da) 
(3.25) 
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If we denote ¢, = 9'(x,d5)/9(x, ds), ps = 2'(x,ds)/2(a, ds), s = 1, 2, then due to (3.24) the 

potentials transform according to 

B=g+2  b-¢=-(hi- wy) vot md, -di=my+y7 uo + usd, ~— dj 

2 
v9 + vid, — dh = H+ V3 gdi+o2= -= — (1 + %2) 

(3.26) 

uo + td — dh = 65+ $5 

where because of (3.21), (3.25) and (3.26) we have 

Rl _ egh'(z) _ 268" _ _2(¢1 — da)(bi- b2)" _ (dr — Pa) (Hr — 2)’ (3.27) 
ho egh(a) 14+ 8? (dy — dy)? + (61 — 2)? ~ (dy — do)? + (1 — Ya)? 

TYPE 2. Equation (3.22) has a multiple zero at x = d, i.e. cy # 0, c? — 4cqc2 = 0, 

d = —c,/2c2. Then we take the limit d; — d, dz — d in (3.24) — (3.27) and choosing for 

simplicity the case when limg,-.¢ 9(2, d1) = limg, a 9(@, dz) = y(z,d) we obtain: 

. 
° 

; 
y A p= a= >— dd, where $(z) = “ (Gey) 

uptujd —d? = ¢' + 6” b= p+? =v tud-d 

ga -_y) W touba 0, 24 

  

uy —2d = ¢' +2¢¢ oh 

with 

hi Ahh Aabeb" _ (2, d) oO (en) 

Pp wee = sem b@=3 (FSH) h 7 14+ db 1+ a? ’ 

TYPE 3. co = 0, c, # 0. Then (3.21) implies 6 = +7 and (3.22) has a simple zero 

d = —co/c, so that: 

  a(x) + id = 4(z) = ~y —u(z), where $= re 7 p= 5 (3.28) 

Another relation can be obtained from (3.21): 

  t2ia(x) — uy(2) = cy h(x) = £21 aa + a(2) — v1(2). 
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From here we exclude a(x) using (3.28): 

+216(@) + 2d — u(x) = cyh(x) = F2i(x) + 2d — v1 (2). 

So the transformation is: 

ww Uy F 21d = vy £ Qi Y= Vy 

, 1! (3.29) 
uo + ud —d* = ¢' + ¢? =-p-% vo + yd — d? = Wy + yp 

with 

ht (eyh(a)) _ (uy F 2id ~— 2d)! _ (v, + 2iy — 2d)’ 
    

h cyh(x) 7 uy F 2d — 2d ~ vy £ Qi — 2d 

TYPE 4. cg =¢) = 0, co #0. Then A(z) = +i, a(x) = F4u4(z). In addition, the first 

two equations of (3.21) yield after substituting for a and h’/2h+ a: 

A! . , 
m= MF oT with 2. uot am + ai)’ _ (vo F gett yer)" 

ho ug taut gut MOF BM + FMF 
  

a 1 a 
Uo + a + re = vo F 51 + ql 

4. Features of the QP<~QP Transformations. 

Obviously the inverse of a transformation of the class (3.19) is a transformation of the 

same class (see (3.14)), the same type and with the same constants d;,2 (when applicable). 

A transformation of type 3 or 4 with 8 = 7 has an inverse with @ = —1 and vice versa. 

On the other hand, the product of two transformations of the class (3.19) is generally 

outside that class. For instance, in lemma 3.1, if we choose 7, and T2 of type 4 with 

(1 = B2 = 7% then according to (3.16) b5/b3 depends on A in general. 

The following lemmas show cases when 73 = 727; is still in the class (3.19). 

Lemma 3.4. The product of two transformations of type 3 with different 6 and different d 

is a transformation of type 1. 

Proor: Let the two transformations 71, 72 (y 2 w) be determined by T; = a1 4+ 61), 

Tz = a2 + BA where §1(x) = +1 = —62(z) and 

y'(x, dy) 2'(z, da) 
ay(x z)d, = — = Z), 9(@)+ Gola )dg = ——T = x see (3.28)). 1(2)+ (a) = TY = da(x), anle)+Or(e) = TOT = dale) (see (8.28) 
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Then 

T1(#,A) = By(A — dy) + or (@), T2(x, A) = B2(A — dz) + d2(a). 

On the other hand (3.15) yields: 

    

2) = 2 htrd2) _ bile) a _ _Prlde)by"(@)_ or some ¢ 2) = Led) ha ) 2(ax, dz) by (x) Tr rd ) b2(x) — T(x, dz) i al ) 7 y(x, dz) 

So 

He — Ty(2,) ~ Ti(2,) = 
42) ne yy gy gy Al) . pilda)by7(a) = (2) T(z, 2) — Bo(A — dz) by (a) + Ty(a, dz) + bo(n) — Tyla, do) = 

p1(d2)b;*(2) pi (d2)b; *(2)     a 2 —d 4 = d 
(O1 + P2)(A — de) + B1(di — da) — di(a) + ¢0(z) = Bi(ds — do) — $1 (x) + do(z) 

For T3 we find according to (3.16): 

pi(A)by“(2) 
pi(d2)by *(2) 

A — dy 

dz — dy 

T3(a,) = T(z, A) + [1(di — dz) — ¢1(x) + 2(x)] = 

[81(di — dz) — d(x) + $2(z)] =   = [81(A — di) + di(x)] + 

1 
— dg -dy 
  [A(G2(@) — dr(@)) + (—digba(a) + dodr(x))] = Ba(@)A+aa(#) (ef. (3.25)). 

The only exception would be when (3.17) holds and then 727, ~ zd. According to (3.23) 

this means: 

— ae — a;(z) — Bi (@)A — aa(x) — Bo(x)A = [di — Bi(A — d1)] — [G2 + B2(A — de) 
1(x) 

where 

2'(x, d1) _ z'(z, da) 
7 2(z, d1) za, dz) 

  v1 2 = 

However, this implies 

vo + v1d2 — d} = $) + $3 = 

= Wi + [vi — Ba(dy — d2)]? = 83 (dy — da)? — 282(dy — dz) + (v0 + vid) — df) 
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or: 

(dz — dy) [v1 — (dz + dy) — 28a, — 83 (dz — d,)] = 0 

If the second multiplier in this expression is zero then there exists a relation between vo(z) 

and v(z) which through (3.29) induces a relation between uo(z) and u(x). This type of 

potentials were initially excluded from our considerations. 

dy—dz 

If dy = dz then (3.17) holds only if %, t—— ¢2. So we get the following 

LEMMA 3.5. The product of two transformations of type 3 with different @ and the same 

d is a transformation of type 2 if », # ¢2 in (3.29) (index k corresponds to the k-th 

transformation, k=1, 2) and it is the identity transformation otherwise. 

LEMMA 3.6. The product 77 of two (type 1)-transformations 

, y'(z,p) y(@.9 z(g, - 79 2 (2,7) (a= Meshn Hid), o(q- eas, Hea) 9(2, p) y(z,q) 2(2,q) 2(x,7) 

where 

yz *, wv, b= Meg) _ M@) _ Vea) = v2 (3.30) 
H(a,q) 2hy(z) 92,9) 

is a transformation of type 1 as well (with d, = p, dz =r). 

ProoF: Using (3.24) for d, = q and (3.30) we get: 

b} (x 
by (2) 

  ~Ty(2,A) —Tale,2) = ~F —[ba + a= a)]= fia + 82(0—a)] = ~(Br+ B2)(A~ 4). 
(3.31) 

Here we have due to (3.15): 

            

  

5)__1 [5 He) (r — p)(r- A+ Bi) | _ 
Bo(x) = $2) = 7-1 , — b(2) +Ty(2,r)+ Bex) —Ti(e,r) = 

__1 (r= p)(r-D1+87)]_ _ , @— + i) 
- q — -|- Pa t Nie, r) + $3 —~ T(a,r) 7 A t $3 — Ty(a,r) 

Therefore, according to (3.16), (3.31): 

(A= p)A- gC t 67) 1+ Bf 
T3 = Ti (2, x) ~ 
  = T(2,)-(-pyi l¢s — Ti(z,r)] = 

(B1 + B2)(A — 4) p—r)(+ 6?) 
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               =P 
P—-T (Pp 

— P) 2] — ote — g)¢3 — (r — oi + (7 - Pye} = 

= <=[(A = r}bs = (A= pa] = 002) + Bal@)A 

As we could expect, the Darboux transformations for the standard Schrodinger equation 

(uy = v; = 0) are a partial case of the ones above. Namely, they can be obtained from type 

1 when: 

_ ~ _ ~ . . _ _ y'(«, dy) _ 

dg=—d,, Y(2,d2) = 9(z,d)), implying B=0, a(t) = T—-, O(2)=1. 
y(z, dy) 

(Naturally, at dj — 0 the above becomes a partial case of type 2.) 

The transformation itself reduces to the simple form: 

2a) _ Hd) [ye Hed) 2 py pee te ne 
Te corneas aah (NE), where Hd) = 7 
    

The transformation QP-QP of type 1 written also as 

(3.32) 

can similarly be represented in a simpler form. Indeed, if 

y'(x, 2) z'(a@, A) 

o= y(z,A)’ p= 2(a, 2) 

then because of (3.24) — (3.27) the equality (3.32) becomes 

        Sa Cy — ay) + SE — Wa)] [P= SB (6-61) + FB - 0)] = 

= (X— d,)(A— dy) ja mi [ooo Pil. 

Now we multiply by (d; — d2)?: 

[(A = 42) — 1) — A= di) = Pa2)I[(A — da)(o — $1) — A ~ 41)(O — $2) = 

= (A — dy)(A — da) {[(v — 41) — (b — da)I[(¢— 61) — (6 - 623] - (dr — de)’ } 
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After cancellation we get 

(A — dy )(A — d2)(dy — dz) = —(A — do) ( — Pi)(O — 61) + A — d(H — 2)(G - G2) 

OT: 

on m) [FeS) seem] [nea sea) * 
_ zi(z,A) (x, d2)| [y'(@,A) _ 9'(a, da) _ _ 

+h ES eal (gteny > ia, oh (A= da)da ~ da) — >). 
In the end, we will give a simple picture of how the Darboux transformations work and 

    

explain why we are able to represent analytically z(z,) for every through y(a,.) and 

two specific solutions y(z,d,), s = 1,2 (type 1). 

First, for the Schrédinger equation case (uw, = v; = 0) we have 

rs or Bel fa He enya a) 
Now, if we apply B — aed to both sides we obtain 

ke2(o,) = [de - FED) fa, + FEO) 2.) = (@ - 94) 2,9) 
y(x, d) y(a, d) 

where 

(0,9) = [de - FEO] y(e,2». 
This is a Schrodinger equation for z(z, A) with a different potential. 

In the general case the picture is similar. Then 

K=6|a,— (5 -7)] 6.-1) = 0 Qe-0)- 8 (+77 -0) 

  

A — Ag } y' (a, dy) ( A— Aq ) y' (x, dz) T = p d) = b(dp —T) y(2,d). 
(= —A2/) 9%, d1) + A2—-A1/ 9x, de) (2) ( u(r) 
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5. GT between a Quadratic Pencil and AKNS System. 

Consider the AKNS system (3.1). We use the same approach as above. Let the trans- 

formation 7 have the form 

ny(a, A) = a(z, A)y(a, A) + b(2, A)y'(z, ») 
(3.33) 

no(z, A) = e(@, A)y(z, A) + d(z, A)y"(2, A) 

where y(z, A) is the general solution of the quadratic pencil (3.2). Then we substitute (3.33) 

into (3.1) and obtain due to (3.2): 

(b' + a+ idb— qd)y’ + [a’ + ida — ge + b(t + WA — A*)y = 0 

(d’+c—idd—rb)y’ + [ec — ire — ra + d(up + WA — A*)Jy = 0 

As before we conclude that the coefficients in front of y, y’ are zeros. So: 

a = qd — Bb! — idb, e=rb—d'+idd 

and hence for the other two coefficients we get 

— b” — grb + qd + 2qd’ — 2iAd! + b(ug + uA) = 0 
(3.34) 

— d" — qrd+r'b+ Qrb! + 2idrd' + d(uo + uA) = 0. 

We exclude up + wd and then integrate with respect to a: 

(—b" — 2i\b' + q'd + 2qd')d + (d" — 22dd' — r'b — 2rb')b = 0 

(d'b — db’) — 2iAbd + qd? — rb? =p=W(Tm,TYy2)/W(y1,42), p=PplA). (3.35) 

Again, (3.35) allows for an introduction of a single function T(z, ): 

tgsyp _ 2. P _ d(x, A) T —-2i\T —r+qT* = 52? T(z,A)= W(z,d) Vi 

Then (3.34) yields 

b! / b 2 b! b! 

uo + UA = (5) + (5) + AT + qr — (qT + QqT" + 2q7'—). 
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This can be written as 

q b! f t 2 

q(T’ -2iAT —r+qT’) = Poa = (F —~qI+ ay + (5 —q0+ ia] —(up+uzA—A*). (3.36) 

The equations (3.33) become 

b’ . 
my \_ —(&— qf +i) -) (3) 

id 
3.37 

(m) (ay r) \y (3.37) 

and the inverted formulae are 

b _7 l n 

v =~ ' . ' . 1 

(i) = o(g-r@o ers) ¥ grsa) (™). (3.38) 

Equations (3.37) can be written in the form 

or: 

my yy (ee _ (2% \\) = pt ran] [E- (Far tin = —Py- 

Again we choose 

bo 1 (7! — AT — r + q@T?y 
Me,r)=a(@) +B), P= Sap ors 

  — independent of A 

which due to (3.36) and 

T! — AT — r+ qT? = (a! — r+ qa*) + (ff! — ia + 2qaB)d + (¢8? — 218)? 

implies: 

t 2.2 b! b ; ga’ — qr+q°a° = egh(z) = ran + 5 Ie) ~ Uo 

a8! + 2¢a( 98 — i) = eh(x) = ~(98 ~ i) = 2(09-D(F-aa)-m 8% 
1 + (q8 — i)? = egh(x) = 1+ (g6 - i)? 

where we could choose: 

b = b(x) = [¢(x)/h(x)}'?, p=egt carte’, h(«) # 0. (3.40) 

Just as in the case of transformations between QP and QP the left-hand side of (3.39) allows 

us to find a, @ as functions of q, 7, co, C1, C2 when q(x) #0 and (¢0, c1, c2) F (0,0, 0). 
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THEOREM 3.2. For any choice of the constants co, C1, €2 in (3.39) such that (co,¢1,¢2) F 

(0,0,0) and any potentials q(x) # 0, r(x) there exist functions a(x), B(x) satisfying (3.39) 

and defining a transformation T: (n1,n2) > y (see (3.38)) between the linear problems (3.1) 

and (3.2) where the potentials ug, uy are determined by (3.39). 

LEMMA 3.7. If d € C is a zero of the quadratic equation 

  
  

  

co t cy + cod? = 0 (3.41) 

then 

ho(x, d) b'(x) y' (2, d) 
T(x,d) = ——,, —— — g(x)T(2,d)+ id = ——= (ed) yy Od) Ted 

or: 

1d) Me) 
x)T(a,d -ia-5 (G2 — war) = p(z 3.42 a(e) (ad) ~ id = 5 (OF) — we) = ale) (3.42) 

where 

y'(z, d) ny (x, d) 
xz) = >, =>. (a) a2, d) (x) jus(a,d) 

TYPE 1. Let (3.41) have two different zeros d;2. Then 

. lfqd kh 
q(a + Bdy2) — id, 2 = 3 ( _ 7) — 012 = p1,2- 

So the transformation is defined by: 

_ 1 ho(a, dy) com _ 1 | eat _ ha(a, dz) 

o(z) 7 dy _ dy A(x, dy) + "fix (a, do) , A(z) 7 dy _ dy h(a, dy) (2, dg) 

and has the form 

f 

gr + H(p, + id,) — a2 = p+ p?, s=1,2 pi — p2 = —(41 — v2) 
4 (3.43) 

gq h 
uotud,—-@=avl+y?, s=1,2 pit po = ~~ (ba + 2) 

where due to (3.39) and the equality qf — i= (pi — p2)/(di — dz) we have 

[eah(z)I’ _ _2(o1 ~ pa)(p1 = pa)! _ _2(1 — 2)(d1 — 2)" 
egh(z) — (dy — dz)? + (p1 — po)? ~— (da — do)? + (41 — Ye)? 
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If we use the transformation in the direction QP — AKNS then we first recover q’/q 

through 

re d _ i q’ iE (dy — da) = (01 ~ pay! + (dh - 8) + (01 + pa — “(os — pa) 

which is the difference of the first pair of formulae in (3.43). 

TYPE 2. Let (3.41) have a multiple zero A = d. Then the transformation can be 

obtained from type 1 when d, — d, dz — d: 

_p9— _; _ ita(z, d) 5 2 ate a(z) = 6 — 6d, G(r) = 90 where @ = jus (a, d)" g= DN lin(a,A)| 

The transformation becomes: 

/ . 

art (pt id)— d= pl +p p=-$ i + ap? = uo + wd — d? 

q’ / q hi jy / Tio. oge ated 9p fe _ = uy — 2d get 2d=p'+2pp — p 2q 7 Oh yp preayyp=uy 

with 

hi _2pp' _ aby! 
ho 1+ p? 14%? 

TYPE 3. Let co = 0, cy) # 0. Then there exists one solution d = —co/c, to (3.41) and 

so (3.42) holds. Also, (3.39) yields g@ —i= +i and (after excluding a from the second 

equation using (3.42)): 

/ 

(it i) Dip + 2d = eyh(x) = F2ip + 2d — uy. (3.44) 

So the transformation becomes 

  

/ f / / 

G_4 pai(o-£) +f = situ Uy =U 

q 4 2q q 

g id) — d* = p'+ p’ g_ ik op oy! + * = up + wd — d? qr +(e + td) — =ptp P~ 95 = Oh = Ug + U4 

with 

hi (h(a)! — (wp t2ep—ady — [G+ 1) F 2p — 2a)! 
ho eyh(t) my $2P-2d (64 1)L F 2p -— 2d | 
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EXAMPLE. In the case 8 =0 we get a generalization of the Jaulent-Miodek transformation. 

Indeed, 

= ptid = ala, d) (from lemma 3.7), 
q m(z, d) 

PL _ a(t) osg — rom a = (4-4) ae) 7 Qia(A—d) (from (3.39)), 

so b= a7 /? (up to a constant in 2), 

T=a 

b! a! (an?) (Rife) | 

6! 2a A ees r | Sa r 

and therefore (3.38) becomes 

(3) =a’ (int a) +0 (ih $8 — i _ (a fe —) (™). 2(fiafia) 

Also, 

_ oF ., (iy ft2) a ob _. 
y= 5 ql +id = — Vin fiy’ = a) 5 = —2(p+~)= itu, (from (3.44)) 

which is the above-mentioned transformation (at d = 0): 

  

a or a . T= 7 ae t tid a w= 

Ryne)! or fy fe) (ra fa) =—+ qa (mio) _ oy, oy! +b? = up + md — d’. 

hyn a yng 

TYPE 4. Let cz = c, = 0, co 4 0. Then from (3.39) we obtain: 

  

iti ltl¢ Bt i _ B 
B(x) = q 5 a(x) = 2 gq?’ b —- qa = tpt, —qp =umt 2 

which, together with (3.39), leads to the transformation 

  

itif/¢\' i, a — ast (24)'] 
qr — 9 (£) = Uo F 5M 4 with @ — Wot aui t Fy! _ qr 2 q 

t t ~ i uz ii * 

Peitan ho Fu +P gr ~ EL (2) 
q 
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6. Darboux Transformations for AKNS System. 

In order to derive Darboux transformations for AKNS we need to use the following 

transformation: 

y(e,) = Ni(a, AQ(a) |? (3.45) 

where (Nj, N2) satisfy the AKNS system 

Ni(a, A) + iANi (2, A) = Q(x) No(z, A) 
(3.46) 

N3(a, ) —_ iA Na, A) = R(«)Ni(z, A). 

Then y(z,X) is a solution of a quadratic pencil with potentials: 

_ gy (ar _ QQ! 
w= QR- (3) + (3) pe ”O 

The transformation (3.45) can be written in an invertible form: 

(7) =" (-(n4e) a) (ms) = Ce) <a )@) 
(3.47) 

and is of type 4. 

Now we will derive AKNS@AKNS transformations out of the QP<-AKNS ones by 

substituting (3.47) into (3.37): 

(12) <0 8) + (2) (- (Far t20+8) @)] (Mi). 049 
In order to present (3.36) in a symmetrical form we need to make the substitution 

b Q! pT UE + id= 95 + OK ~ I (3.49) 

where K(z, 2) is obviously of the form K = A(x) + B(a)A. Then: 

b! / b’ 2 3 

(G-ar +a) +(F-ata) — (ug + wA- A*) = 

Q\' , Qi, a -(#) Q'\’ QO yal _ 

-(3) + (QK)'+ (OK 50 is) lon 7 +($) ind 
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= Q(K'4+ QK? — 2iXK — R). 

So (3.36) takes the form 

q(T'—2iAT —r+ qT?) = p(A)h(z) = Q(K'-2iAK —R4+QK*), p= egt+eyA+c2A? (3.50) 

where T and K are connected through (see (3.40), (3.49)): 

h! qs, ‘os , = (L+a-r)+(Sia-an). (3.51) 

For (3.48) we get due to (3.40), (3.49): 

h \71? -K 1\ (N (1) = Go) (cere 2) (i) 3s 
N Lf a\ i? _T 1 

(x) ~ Dp (+) (al —~TK i) (™) (3.53) 

Again, (3.52), (3.53) can be written as 

fmt) 7] Lie)” *] =? zeae 
THEOREM 3.3. For any choice of the constants co, ¢1, €z in (3.50) such that (co, ¢1,c2) # 

(0,0,0) and any potentials g(x) # 0, r(x) there exist functions a(x), B(x) satisfying the 

left-hand side of 

g(a! — 7 + qa”) = eoh(x) = Q(A’- R+ QA") 

qB' + 2qa(gB — i) = cyh(x) = QB’ +2QA(QB-i) (see (3.50)). (3.54) 

1+(q6 —i)? = egh(x) = 14+ (QB -— i)” 

The functions a(z), B(x) define a transformation rT: (m,n2) > (Ni, N2) ((3.52), (3.53)) 

between the eigenfunctions of (3.1) and (3.46) where the potentials Q, R and the function 

K = A(x) + B(x) are determined by the right-hand side of (3.54) and 

WoL aa) 4 (SE 
2h (f 7 r (5 4) (see (3.51)) (3.55) 

0 = (q8 —7) + (QB —%) 
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(we first substitute A, B from (3.55) into (3.54) and then find Q, R from (3.54)). 

LEMMA 3.8. Ifd € © is a zero of the quadratic equation 

Co + CA + Co? = 0 (3.56) 

then, according to (3.50), 

T(2d)= BED, (2,4) = MO 
hy (2, d) Ny(a,d) 

Now we will derive four types of Darboux transformations for AKNS in a form similar 

to the one in Ref. 28 so that we can compare the results. 

TYPE 1. Let (3.56) have two different zeros dy. Then, by lemma 3.8, 

  

—d 20, + dO, — 64 n2(x, ds) =—7 a = , with ¢, = —-"- =, s=1,2, 
a2) dy — dz Plz) = — dz iy (z, ds) 

and 

A(a) = Ot B(2) = 22= 92, with 9, = M44) go. 
d, — dy dy — dy Ni(2, ds) 

We substitute A, B from (3.55) into the second line of (3.54) and find for Q(z): 

  

iS = —43' — (q)' — (qB — 4) (tf g -*) (3.57) 

Since 

hi _ (exh)! _ [g8(8 — 26) 
h egh qB(qB — 22) 

according to (3.54), we obtain for (3.57): 

/ / _ 24 / 

is = —qf' — (q8)' — (48 — 4) |-5 e - a 

Qf Bf ea 
SiGe ee], 

Therefore 

g(2)B(2) = 2 oun 
A(z) 
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Q(z) = Wo = const. (3.58)



The symmetric form for (3.58) is 

B- 2% oe" — rer -« = oF (see (3.55)). It 

This implies also: 

  

B=-—fe~*”, 

In addition we have 

coh qB( gp — 27) q3(-QB) 2-2 —_—_ = = =-_— B = e€ Wo 3.59 

qQ qQ qQ BB= 8 (3-59) 

which simplifies (3.55): 
/ 

qa+QA= a (3.60) 

We will give (3.60) an even more convenient form by excluding the potentials g, Q. The 

relations 

6 —2id@,-r+q0?=0, s=1,2 

imply B' + 2a(g6 — 2) + (dy + dz) B(gB — 22) = 0, so (3.60) becomes: 

08 ($) +98 (4) = 25 (08-0 + (di + daN(a8 ~ 28 

or (using (3.55)): 

  

la A 6,+ 42 01+ 92 
— — _ = —_E 0 

(a8 — 28) Stat lara) ° ” 0; 8, * ©, 0; 
(3.61) 

since gf(¢f — 21) = coh £0. 

Finally, we get the transformation 

! . 2 Quy 01 — 2 ! . 2 
6, — 21d\0, — r+ q0; =0 —e€e "= 6,0, ©; — 27d,0; —R+Q0; =0 

1— U2 

— + 42 0,+ 02 = | — 2idz@. —R 62 =0. 
0,0, 10,0, 22 *d2O2— B+ O02 

05, — 2id2d2-r+q03=0 0 
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For (3.53) we obtain through (3.59), (3.61): 

rs —~TK = BBA — d1)(A — d) — (a + BAY(A+ BA) = -ABB la + dz) + 5 + | + 

+8B asa — ad = BB @ + 5) («: + *) = 61% = —e 76 Oo, 

so (3.53) takes the form: 

(82) = coma (Oe) ; (>) 
No B —¢- 29,8, B (.- (dy + dy) — =230-tdate ng 

  

or: (%:) - = (A+ abbtdats | eto G1 8a Ny )) (2) No ~~ —e7 wo (oaths —e7 vs (r _ dy fab ng 

17¥2 17¥2 

When wo =0 this coincides with the formula obtained in Ref. 28. 

TYPE 2. Letting d, — d, dz —d yields: 

6’ — 2idd —r + 6? =0 —e7o = ©’ — 2idO0 - R4+ QO? =0 

6’ — 2i(6 + db) + 2900 = 0 0 @' — 21(© + dO) + 2900 = 0, 

(M) = * (r+ &#) — ) (2): 

No ~~ & —e v0 (a — odé ) n2 

TYPE 3. ec, =0,¢, #0. Then ((3.54), (3.55)): 

D-
l 

D
q
.
|
 

BB
: 

+ 

@
|
@
 

  

i 43 

(q8-i)+i = 0 = -(QB-i) +i => g=— B= a (3.62) 

Also, lemma, 3.8 implies 

ho(a, d) No(2, d) Co 
d3 = § = ———_., A+dB=090=—>——, d=-—, 

a+ ap ny (2x, d) r Ni(2, d) Cy 

SO 

1+1 
a=0~id (+24), A=o-id(+Z*), 

q Q 

The second line in (3.54) yields 

- V7 . “\ 

(=) F2iga = ah= 9 (+) + 2iQA. (3.63) 
q 
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Now we substitute ga +QA from (3.55) to get 

t t ! +1 

= = + (£ ~ <) => qh= @ ero, Wo = const. (3.64) 
g 

Therefore the potentials transform according to 

; +1 

(141) (24 ~ iL) + 2igd = (4) e2 = (141) (24 - iS) + 2iQ0, 

6’ — 2id0 — r + q6? = 0, 0’ — 2id@ — R+ QO? =0. 

For the transformation of the eigenfunctions we obtain: 

a)upper sign 
/ 

~2ig0 = Le? = 2 (24 - iS) 4+ 21Q0, 

  

  

    

  
  

Q Q 
2wWo : t 

6 

Q= FG = Q (00 + 2d— ig) = 2He~2 (ioe + 2d + 5) = ire”, 

24 2id ch e2Wo 
= 0, B=, a= 8, A=0- “AN . 

, Q QQ’ Qe 

Mt q “8 . I (™) 
= tows 2wg 4 h<-d i h—-d 

(Mt) cons -( ~(A- d) ar - 9(0+ Maa) @ + 2G ) no 

or: 

Ny = oP <5 (™ . 

No re (~2 4. 94(\—d)) e~? J \ na)? 

b)lower sign 

q’ Q 
2 (24 — if) + 2igd = Se?” = —2iQ0, 

q q 

‘ 2id e2Wo eh €2wo 
= 7; B=0, a=s-—, Ar = — - ; —_ = ; 

° 
22g qQ g? 

2i(A=d) 

(M1) = const— - (9+ ) 1 (™) 
= wo e2¥o a A- d e2¥o e2o 

Np eve \ _(y - a) = (9 4 B=) (_ as) 2a} (ng 

or: 

Ni\ _ (-[q8+2i(A-d)Je“e ge”) ( m4 
(M) 7 ( oene — = nz} (3.65) 

When ee = —2i (3.65) yields the expression derived in Ref. 28. 
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TYPE 4. co =c, = 0, cep #0. Still (3.62) and (3.63) hold. Instead of (3.64) we have 

t t / +1 

. =+ (£ — =) => coh = (4) erwo | Wo = const. 

Since c; =0 (3.63) implies 

a= (+24) ¢ A= (44) 

- 2 J q@ 7 2 / Q 

and therefore the first line in (3.54) yields 

ltl /(q\' q\*' , 121 (2) 
_ —{—] = =/= Yo = —-QR+——([—]. wt ( 9 ) coh Qq) ° QR+ > 0 

The eigenfunctions transform in the following way: 

a)upper sign 

  

  

  

q 2w, a e270 —qr=—7e =—-QR — > =- , r= Sem = -QR+ ( 3 — 

2i ! Coh — e2#0 
= 0, B=—, a= 0, A=7); “7 ’ A Q QQ @ 

Ni \ _ Q 0. pi. ny 

oT: 

Ny \ _ 0 = ny 
No} \ re7¥o (-= + 2i.) evo nf’ 

b)lower sign 
i? ws (Q)-gere-an 

21 q’ Coh e2wa 

=~; B=0, a= 3) A=0, ~~ = ’ 
p 7 qq  ¢F 

_ a id 
(i) = const — 9° awy 2 (™ ) 

2 é€ a 0 Ne 

or: 
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